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Abstract In this study, we investigate the optical

response and plasmonic features of a multilayer 4p-

spiral composed of metal-semiconductor arms,

numerically, by employing a finite-difference time-

domain method. We verified that the proposed struc-

ture is able to support strong plasmon and Fano

resonances in the circular arms. We showed that the

negative polarizability of the spiral provides an

opportunity to consider the examined 4p-spiral struc-

ture as a meta-atom. Quantifying the effective refrac-

tive index of the structure for the presence of various

semiconductor substances such as Si, GaP, and InP,

we obtained the highest possible value for the

associated figure of merit (FOM). Ultimately, for a

finite spiral structure with a compositional and mul-

tilayer arrangement of Au and GaP arms, the FOM is

determined as approximately *62.3.

Keywords 4p-spiral � Negative-refractive index

metamaterials � Figure of merit � Fano resonance �
Numerical methods

Introduction

Isotropic negative-index metamaterials (NIMs) have

been extensively studied, and we observed remarkable

progresses in this field of optical sciences (Shalaev

2007; Kussow et al. 2008). Conventionally, numerous

patterns and shapes of metallic subwavelength struc-

tures have been employed in designing NIMs in

various orientations, such as nanowires, nanodisks,

and core-multishell particles that are embedded in

metal-insulator-metal coaxial waveguides, planar

waveguides, and dielectric matrix (Burgos et al.

2010; Menon et al. 2008; Ramadurgam and Yang

2014). It is well understood that design and fabrication

of advanced NIM structures that are free of the active

loss compensation are highly challenging, especially

in the visible spectrum (Menon et al. 2008; Ramadur-

gam and Yang 2014; Soukoulis and Wegener 2011;

Xiao et al. 2010). Therefore, precise modifications in

the NIM structural components such as shapes and

materials of plasmonic nanoparticles allow us to

enhance the quality of the structure significantly.

Recently, unconventional and heterogeneous plas-

monic configurations in nanoscale dimensions have

been investigated numerically and experimentally to

provide complex polarization responses and symmetry

breaking features such as bow-tie dimers, star-like

particles, and Archimedean spirals in different orien-

tations (Liu et al. 2008; Ziegler and Haglund 2010).

Moreover, it is shown that these features provide the

possibility of observation of high-order (multipolar)
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modes along the spectral profile of the NIMs (Shen

et al. 2012). Specifically, spiral is an entirely complex

plasmonic structure, which can be tailored to support

strong plasmon resonant modes due to its inherent

structural tunability and topological antisymmetric

property (Ziegler and Haglund 2010). These unique

features give rise to appearing of several magnetic and

electric dipolar resonance modes, arising from the

dielectric and metallic components, respectively in a

plasmonic configuration.

In this letter, using plasmon hybridization theory,

we examine the behavior of a multilayer spiral

structure that is surrounded by a semiconductor

material as a parallel arm. We show that proposed

structure reflects significant scattering extremes as

magnetic and electric plasmon resonance peaks in the

visible bandwidths, and also, due to the strong

polarization dependency of the multilayer spiral,

strong coupling of the incident light can be realized

as well as significant suppressing of lossy components.

Tremendous structural tunability of a spiral such as

arm thickness, spacing of spiral tracks, and winding

number of the spiral together yield the possibility to

observe strong resonance modes in the scattering

cross-sectional profile. Moreover, we verify that the

strong interference between dark and bright plasmon

resonances leads to appearing of pronounced Fano

resonance dips along the spectral response diagram.

Remarkable quantity for the figure of merit (FOM) is

the product of all of these features that make the NIM

spiral as a potential configuration to employ in

designing precise, localized surface plasmon reso-

nance (LSPR) sensors due to its ultra-sensitivity to the

surrounding perturbations.

Results and discussion

Figure 1 exhibits a schematic diagram (two- and

three-dimensional) of the proposed gold spiral [Au

with experimentally determined Johnson-Christy con-

stants (Johnson and Christy 1972)] in 4p regime (2

winding numbers) with the geometrical parameters

definitions that is shaped by Palik silicon (Si) semi-

conductor material arm (Palik 1998). In this case,

considering the optical features of the spiral and its

winding numbers, we are able to manage the position,

strength, and the number of the magnetic and electric

plasmon resonances (LSPR) accurately in the desired

bandwidths. Illuminating the structure by a linear

plane wave source (with the pulse length of

2.65336 fs) with transverse and longitudinal electric

polarization modes, we depicted two-dimensional

snapshots for the plasmon resonance modes coupling

and power transportation through the spiral structure

in Fig. 2a–d, numerically. To this end, we employed

Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) method as a

numerical tool (Lumerical FDTD Solutions 8.6 soft-

ware), and we set regarding parameters as following:

the spatial cell sizes are dx = dy = dz = 1.2 nm,

number of cells are to 11,000, and also, we used

perfectly matched layers (PMLs) with 16 number of

Fig. 1 Two- and three-dimensional diagram of a multilayer NIM spiral structure with geometrical parameters’ descriptions

cFig. 2 a–d Two-dimensional snapshots of the electromagnetic

field propagation and plasmon resonance localization through

the Au-Si multilayer NIM spiral under transverse and

longitudinal electric polarizations modes excitation, e Calcu-

lated scattering spectra for the multilayer NIM spiral. The

position of bright and dark modes are indicated by arrows, and a

pronounced Fano minimum is appeared at k * 635 nm, while

for longitudinal mode, the Fano dip has not been appeared
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layers for the boundary conditions. Considering

numerical stability for the employed components,

simulation time step is set to the 0.05fs according to

the Courant stability condition (Oskooi et al. 2010).

For a 4p-spiral structure with the arm thickness of

150 nm, and 200 nm for Si and Au arms, respectively,

and with the height of the 1,000 nm, thereby, the size

of the overall spiral is accurately 1.8 9 1.8 9 1.2 lm

(xyz-axis). Figure 2e shows the scattering efficiency of

the proposed structure under transverse and longitu-

dinal polarizations. For transverse mode, two distinct

extremes are identified in the scattering profile that are

appeared at k * 435 nm and 820 nm corresponding

to the superradiant and subradiant resonant modes,

respectively. Due to the constructive interference of

these dark and bright modes, a sharp and pronounced

Fano dip is resulted and appeared at k * 625 nm. For

longitudinal mode, the Fano minimum is appeared and

two weak extremes regarding plasmon modes are

observed at different wavelengths. From the technical

viewpoint, semiconductor and metallic layers support

the excited magnetic and electric resonance modes,

respectively. An overlap of plasmon resonant modes

between proximal azimuthal sections of the multilayer

spiral arms causes formation of two fundamental

phenomena. Firstly, an intense localization of resonant

modes is introduced that can be characterized by

plasmon hybridization theory. Secondly, in this way,

the interference of opposite resonant modes of the

neighboring sections leads to generation of Fano

resonance dip. The noteworthy point here is the

circular rotation of the excited modes along the spiral

arms, where during circulation of plasmon resonance

modes, these opposite modes interfere with each other.

In this regime, a weak and constructive interference of

dark and bright modes in the energy continuum of the

bright modes causes the appearance of a pronounced

Fano minimum. It should be noted that increasing the

number of windings leads to formation of new dark

modes resulting with the appearance of multiple Fano-

like dips. Appearing of multiple dark modes help us to

employ the structure in designing accurate plasmonic

sensors that are able to detect minor perturbation.

However, the destructive result of increments in the

number of winding arms is arising of lossy factors.

Internal damping (heating), radiative losses in metallic

arms, and absorption of the optical energy in the

visible spectrum by semiconductor layers reduce the

quality of the performance dramatically. Therefore,

finding a deal between structural parameters and the

optical response of the structure will help us to design

a configuration with strong potential to employ in

practical applications. The quality and position of

Fano minimum can be affected dramatically by

structural and chemical modification in the multilayer

spiral geometries. To enhance the sharpness and

quality of the Fano dip in the visible spectrum, the

effect of metal and semiconductor arms thicknesses on

the multilayer spiral performance have been calcu-

lated and the results are shown in Fig. 3a, b.

Obviously, by decreasing the thickness of the Au

arm, the quality of Fano dip reduces and the position of

Fano dip blue-shifts to the shorter wavelengths (see

Fig. 3a). This destructive effect comes from the

weakness of the thin metal layer in supporting strong

plasmon resonances as well as hybridized resonance

modes interferences. In contrast, more increments in

the thickness of the metal layer lead to appearing of

dissipative components and losses such as internal

damping and radiative losses.

Furthermore, presence of Si arm layer provides

the ability to support strong magnetic plasmon

resonant modes. Performing modifications in the

thickness of semiconductor (Si) arm, a noticeable

red-shift to the longer wavelengths in the position of

Fano resonance dip can be observed (see Fig. 3b).

On the other hand, increasing the thickness of the

semiconductor layer causes supporting of strong

magnetic resonances quietly, while more decrements

lead to destructive results due to the weakness in

supporting magnetic resonant modes. These numer-

ical calculations allow us to provide a right deal

between critical geometrical parameters of the

multilayer spiral to enhance the quality of the Fano

dip. We also, plotted the electric polarizability (a)

for the spiral over the wavelength variations in

Fig. 4, and considering the negative polarizability,

the proposed spiral can be considered as meta-

atoms. Also, the appeared dip for the real part of the

polarizability can be considered as a working region

in future investigations. Until now, by measuring

and determining the spectral features and plasmon

response of the structure, we proved that the

multilayer NIM spiral consisting of Si and Au arms

can be considered as an individual meta-atom with

robust Fano resonance in the visible spectrum.

Simulation outcomes show that by tuning the

structural modifications, we would be able to adjust
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the working region of the multilayer spiral as an

NIM structure. In continue, we will try to consider

and analyze the practical applications of the pro-

posed 4p-spiral structure.

Next, we examine the effective refractive index of

the multilayer NIM spiral to study the features and

advantageous of the structure in numerous applica-

tions. To this end, we defined the complex transmis-

sion and reflection factor for the structure as well as

S-parameter by assuming that the incident plane wave

source with transverse electric polarization mode is

launched at u = 35� to the normal direction. Also, we

modified the thickness of the semiconductor layer with

a few nanometers. It should be noted that the real part

of the effective refractive index can be quantified by

measuring the refracted wave-vector, while the imag-

inary part can be achieved from the S-parameter. To

provide a comparative and comprehensive investiga-

tion, the spectral properties and plasmonic features in

the presence of Si, GaP (n = 3.45), and InP

(n = 3.55) materials as semiconductor arms beside

the Au arm in multilayer spiral NIM are presented in

Fig. 3 The scattering cross-

sectional diagram for the

multilayer NIM spiral under

transverse electric

polarization excitation, a the

effect of controlled

modifications in the Au arm

thickness on the

performance of the Fano

resonance, b The effect of

alterations in the Si arm of

the spiral on the position and

quality of Fano dip
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further examinations. Computing elucidated parame-

ters, we defined the transmission window of the

multilayer NIM spiral as the bandwidths between two

bonding and antibonding plasmon resonance extremes

that are occurred for each one of utilized semicon-

ductor spiral arms. Figure 5a includes analogical

diagrams for the scattering cross-sectional profile for

three different semiconductors. Accordingly, for Si,

GaP, and InP, the transmission windows are in the

range of (400–800 nm), (635–1,110 nm) and

(380–750 nm), respectively. Noticing in this diagram,

the Fano minimum is blue-shifted to the shorter

wavelengths for the presence of GaP arm

(k * 540 nm), while the quality of Fano dip remains

in an acceptable condition. In contrast, for the

presence of InP arm, the Fano dip strongly red-shifted

to the longer wavelengths (k * 920 nm), which

includes a degradation in the quality of Fano dip.

Noteworthy point here is that beyond the transmission

zone, we are facing with a dramatic absorption of

optical energy rather than scattering. In continue, we

quantified corresponding FOM for each one of the

mentioned regimes, separately. These quantities for

FOM have been obtained by sketching the surface

plasmon resonance deviations through the structure in

each one of the mentioned structures. These deviations

verify that the multilayer NIM spiral reflects negative

permittivity as well as negative permeability. Using

the spectral position of the Fano minimum for each

one of the examined configurations individually (see

Fig. 5a), presented data in Fig. 5b and following

relation: FOM = |Re(neff)/Im(neff)|, hence, we are

able to determine the negative refractive index of the

NIM spiral for different structural alterations. For an

Fig. 4 Normalized electric polarizability for the multilayer Au-

Si spiral structure. The negative minimum corresponds to the

working region of the structure

Fig. 5 a Numerically calculated scattering efficiency for a

multilayer NIM spiral composed of Au and Si, GaP, and InP

layers as arms. The position of Fano dip is indicated inside the

picture, b, c measured effective refractive indices for the NIM

spiral, in presence of various semiconductor substances,

individually
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Au-Si NIM spiral, specifically at k * 625 nm, the

effective refractive index is quantified as neff =

-1.15 ? i0.028, and corresponding FOM is approx-

imately *41.07. Further, for an Au-GaP multilayer

NIM spiral at k * 540 nm, the effective refractive

index is determined as neff = -1.19 ? i0.0191, the

FOM is calculated as *62.3. Finally, for the Au-GaP

NIM spiral, the effective refractive index at

k * 920 nm is obtained as neff = -1.14 ? i0.0281,

therefore, the FOM is *40.5 (see Fig. 5b, c). The

result of numerical calculations for effective refractive

index of each one of multilayer spirals based on

different semiconductors are illustrated in Fig. 5b as a

figure of merit (FOM) over the transmission zone.

Figure 6a, b exhibit the plasmon resonance coupling

and hybridization in two different multilayer NIM

spiral under transverse polarization mode excitation

by two-dimensional snapshots. On the other hand,

plotting the linear diagram of FOM over the wave-

length variations (transmission window) for each one

of Au-Si, Au-GaP and Au-InP spirals as Fig. 6c, we

have demonstrated the highest FOM for all of the

examined nanostructures in this diagram. Practically,

immersing the NIM structure in a liquid medium with

various refractive indices, the position of Fano min-

imum can be red- or blue shifted, and this shift of the

Fano dip can be measured by considering the energy of

minimum and maximum extremes. Therefore, defin-

ing the midpoint between these energy levels, and

dividing by the environment refractive index directly

leads to calculating the sensitivity of the structure to

the environmental perturbations. Comparing the per-

formance of the studied structure with analogous

nanostructures (Ramadurgam and Yang 2014; Sou-

koulis and Wegener 2011; Iovine et al. 2014; Yong

et al. 2014; Ahmadivand and Golmohammadi 2014),

the dominant behavior of the structure is obvious. The

highest measured FOM between recently cited works

is *36, which is for a NIM structure composed of Ag

core/multishell nanoparticles in a periodic array that

are deposited on a GaP metasurface. In the presented

spiral we performed new dark modes and the result of

Fig. 6 a, b Two-

dimensional snapshots of

the electromagnetic field

propagation and localization

through the Au-GaP and Au-

InP multilayer NIM spirals

under transverse electric

polarization mode

excitation, c Calculated

FOM for three different

NIM spirals composed of Si,

GaP and InP arms against

the wavelength variations
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this phenomenon is appearing of Fano dips in a finite

and isolated configuration. Conventionally, observa-

tion of Fano resonances is possible in cluster type

structures due to their ability to supporting strong

resonant modes and formation of Fano dips in finite

structures is challenging. Calculated FOM for the

proposed 4p-spiral is the highest possible quantity for

a finite and isolated configuration until now. Consid-

ering the practical applications, the proposed spiral

can be employed in periodic arrays on metasurfaces to

design a NIM with a strong potential to employ in

designing plasmonic bio/chemical and gas sensors.

Employing an array of spiral structures gives rise to

design a structure with multiple narrow and sharp

Fano dips. This condition allows for an ultra-sensitiv-

ity. Ultimately, since the spiral architecture yields

outstanding tunability of plasmon resonances during

coupling with an incident light, therefore, this struc-

ture can be utilized as a potential structure for light

harvesting applications beside sensing purposes.

Conclusions

In this study, we verified that a heterogeneous structure

in a 4p-spiral orientation composed of metal-semicon-

ductor components is able to support strong hybridized

plasmon and Fano resonances. It is shown that this

ability originates from the outstanding tunability and

antisymmetric feature of the spiral structure. Examining

the plasmon response and spectral features of the

proposed spiral, a pronounced and strong Fano mini-

mum has been observed in the visible spectrum.

Moreover, the studied spiral exhibited strongly negative

magnetic dipole moments, therefore, this configuration

can be considered as meta-atoms to use in various low-

loss NIM applications. Utilizing GaP and InP arms for

the spiral as well as Si arm, the optical responses for each

one of the offered regimes have been studied numeri-

cally. Quantifying the FOM for the NIM spiral, we

measured the highest possible FOMs for a finite

structure which opens new gates to exploit investigated

multilayer spiral in designing precise LSPR sensors, and

SERS applications. Finally, presence and absence of

Fano minimum during illuminating by transverse and

longitudinal polarizations can be applied in designing

plasmonic Fano switches with fast routing ability and

low-loss feature, simultaneously.
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